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LOGGING INTO ADSPHERE

After you sign into AdSphere with your email and password the system will request that you 
also enter in an AUTHY code once every 30 days from any new computer/browser 
combination.  The required AUTHY code will automatically be sent via SMS to your 
smartphone.  In situations where you may be traveling, and unable to receive SMS messages, 
you can get an Authy code over WIFI from the free Authy app.  Please setup before traveling.

UNDERSTANDING RANKING DATA

RANK

BRANDS
/CREATIVES

CATEGORY

CREATIVE 
CLASSIFICATION

WEEKS

Product - DR

Lead Gen - DR

Lead Gen - BRAND DR

RESPONSE TYPES

AIRINGS

SPEND ($)

National & DPI% 

Brands and Advertisers are ranked based on total spend for the period selected.

Please look for the small ‘+’ sign adjacent to both brand and creative columns. This will allow 
you to expose additional details regarding all associated brands and/or creatives. When you 
expand the creatives detail, you will find clickable play buttons allowing you to play any of the 
60K+ creatives in the AdSphere database.

Each brand is associated to one or more categories. Click to expand the category column to see 
the categories assigned. You can use this information to help you find similar brands 
by choosing any combination of category or sub-categories across 190 combinations.

At the creative level, you will find one of three values in this column.

Creative is advertising the full price point of the base product and using DR variations (differing 
phone, promotion codes, or SMS codes) which vary by network.

Assigned to all other creatives that use DR variations.  Multi-pay, free information, etc.

This classification is assigned to all direct-to-consumer creatives that do not use DR variations 
ie: the same vanity phone, url, sms, or app store logo is used across all networks.

At the creative level, you will find up to four response type icons which designate if the 
creative uses a toll free number, web address, SMS, or Mobile App Response in the call 
to action. You can mouse over these icons to see a tool tip / description.

This is the count of how many airings were detected for the period in question across the national 
cable networks monitored by DRMetrix.

Spend is based on the average of what brand/DR campaigns are paying for network dayparts.  For 
more information visit our Spend Methodology page by clicking here.

AdSphere tracks creatives running in national and DPI ad breaks for all applicable cable networks.  
Ads running in DPI breaks are not seen in top DMA markets and are priced at a significant discount. For 
more information please click here.

Average Spot Duration.  The total run time across all creatives divided by the number of airings. 
Example: If an advertiser runs (1) :120 spot and (1) :60 spot and (1) :30 spot then the total 
run time would be 210 seconds divided by 3 airings for an ASD of 70s. This allows one to 
understand the average spot duration for short form brands. You can expand brands to see the 
creative level details from which the ASD is derived.

The number of media weeks that AdSphere has detected airings for any brand.

ASD
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https://www.drmetrix.com/spendmethodology.html
https://www.drmetrix.com/en/the_drmetrix_difference.html
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DEFAULT REPORT

Upon logging into AdSphere, you will see a report based on default filter settings. The data 
shown will be for the last media week, and will include a ranking of brands across all 
190 i n d u s t r y  c a t e g o r i e s .   The types of direct- to-consumer campaigns shown will 
be based on all short form brand classifications which include Short Form 
Products, Lead Generation, and Brand/DR.  By expanding the creative column, by 
clicking on the + sign, you will be able to view each creative along with its 
classification.  See “CREATIVE CLASSIFICATION” on page 3 for more details.

CHOOSE BETWEEN RANKING BRANDS OR ADVERTISERS

You can switch between ranking brands or advertisers by clicking on either choice located 
under the AdSphere logo on the top left of the site.

 ADVANCED FILTERS

After you have clicked on either Advertisers or Brands you can access advanced filters to 
further customize your report.  To begin, click the EDIT button located at the top right of 
the home screen. After making your selections, click APPLY to run your report. 

You will see several filters upon clicking on EDIT
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You have the following choices:  

Last Week – Click here to select the most recently closed media week.  The media week 
number and date range will be shown.  In the sample shown above, “Media Week 12 
– 03/16/2020 thru 03/22/2020”

Current Week – Click here to select the current media week.  AdSphere will report results for 
the current week to date.  Be aware that airings can be delayed up to 45 minutes.  Also, 
depending on the day (weekends vs. weekdays) it can take 24-48 hours for new advertisers, 
brands, and creatives to be registered into the AdSphere database.  Our research team 
attempts to register all new discovered creatives as quickly as possible during regular office 
hours Mon-Friday Pacific Coast Time.

     DATE RANGE
Starting on the far left, you’ll find an area where you can choose a date range for your 
report. Note:  Ranking reports are in calendar day (not broadcast day).

Other – Click Other to open up the 
following menu of choices:
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Custom Date – You may also 
choose your own date range by 
clicking the date selector:

This will open a calendar selector 
where you can select a custom 
FROM and TO date. When 
finished click the SET button.

To the right of date range, you will find the brand classification selector

Choose either Short Form or Long Form (28.5 minute) which will open the following menu:

From this menu, you can toggle between Short Form or Long Form and choose any 
combination of brand classifications. The resulting ranking report will only consider creatives 
that match the chosen brand classifications. For Short Form, you may further customize your 
report by choosing any combination of creative durations. Try this, choose 300s (5 minute) 
then close this window and click the APPLY button. Now you can use the Network Selector (see 
page 8) to discover which networks ran 300s airings for the period.



 SHORT FORM PRODUCTS & LEAD GENERATION

The brand classifications “Short Form Products” and “Lead Generation” will allow you to filter 
the results to only show campaigns using DR variations, such as different phone 
numbers and/or trackable promotion codes or serialized web addresses. If you are interested 
in finding which networks and dayparts are likely to produce the highest return on investment 
for similar campaigns, and to study best performing creatives, we recommend you study 
brands and creatives within these two classifications. To learn how others are using this 
feature to create a competitive edge please visit www.drmetrix.com/knowROI.

 BRAND/DR 

The Brand/DR classification shows brands and creatives that use a vanity number, and/or 
branded website, S M S  c o d e ,  etc. Brand/DR campaigns are unable to attribute 
consumer response back to individual networks as accurately as campaigns using DR 
variations.  Often, these campaigns are relying on third party metrics of audience 
viewership/ratings or less accurate TV attribution models. 

 ASONTV RETAIL RANKINGS

This selection is used by the retail industry to study ASONTV brands in the U.S. 
marketplace.  ASONTV brands appear in the AdSphereTM Weekly Top 40 rankings which 
are distributed every Monday to retailers as well as to AdSphere Subscribers both 
domestically and internationally.

CREATIVE CLASSIFICATION

When choosing “All Short Form”, results will include brands and creatives from Brand/DR, 
Short Form Products & Lead Generation. By referencing the creative classification, you 
can determine for each creative listed whether it is Traditional DR (using DR Variations) or 
Brand/DR (not using DR Variations). 
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TIP: You can click the play button to see a representative sample of each creative. In most 
cases, creatives flagged as BRAND/DR will show a vanity call to action. There are over 
60,000 creatives available to stream in AdSphere!

https://www.drmetrix.com/knowroi.html
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CREATIVE TYPE
Located between the Brand Classification filter and Response Type filters you’ll find a 
creative lanuage selector which provides you with a choice of All, English or Spanish.

When AdSphere researchers are adding new creatives to the database, they will flag them as 
either English or Spanish based on the “spoken language” in the creative.  You can use this 
feature to see rankings for Advertisers and Brands based on Spanish creative expenditures, 
English creative expenditures, or all.   

RESPONSE TYPE

You can filter results to only include creatives with any combination of URL, SMS 
(Short Message Service also known as Text Messaging), TFN (Toll Free Number) or MAR 
(Mobile App Response).

You can select one or more of these choices and specify ‘At least’ or ‘Only’ condition. For 
example, if you select URL and ‘At least’ then AdSphere will return all results that include any 
combination of response types provided the creative ‘at least’ has a URL. If you select URL 
and ‘Only’ then AdSphere will include creatives that have a URL only and no other response 
types present.

Now you are ready to click “APPLY” and create your report! If you would like to change all 
the filters back to their default values, you may click the reset button and if you'd like to 
cancel your changes and return to the prior report, you may click the cancel button.

NETWORK SELECTOR

Upon running your report, you will be presented with several sub-filters that allow you to 
further refine your results. One of these is the network selector.
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Clicking on the network selector will open the following dynamic menu:

Based on the filters you’ve set previously, Adsphere will display all networks that had 
one or more airings under Filtered Results. As an example, if you’ve filtered for only 
300 second creatives then only those networks that ran 300 second spots during the 
chosen period will be included in the list of filtered results displayed. You can use the 
blue buttons on top to toggle between filtered results and Show All Networks which is 
helpful in situations where you need to access the network log view or tracking & alerts 
for a network that is not appearing in the filtered results list.

You can search for specific networks using the search box, alphabetically, or by scrolling 
through the list and making your selection.  You can choose any singular network or all 
networks.  After you have made your choice, click Submit to generate the filtered report.

You can learn more about the "Network Excel Export", as shown above, on page 31  

 NEW ADVERTISERS, BRANDS, CREATIVES

This sub-filter will help you isolate new advertisers, brands, and creatives that were first 
detected on the air provided they meet all of the conditions of your chosen filters. As an 
example, if I wanted to display new 300 second ‘short form product’ creatives that were 
discovered on the air last week, I would choose “last week” as my date range, short form 
products as my brand classification, the creative length of 300 seconds, and then after 
running my report I would click on the ‘new filter’ as shown below and choose to see ‘new 
creatives’
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When running a ‘brands’ report, if you open the ‘new’ filter, the following choices will be shown:

Alternatively, we could apply a ‘new brands’ filter.

American Red Cross would not appear in the results anymore because it is not a new brand. 
Instead we would discover all of the brands that were new on the air for week #12 a sample of 
which is shown on the next page.

You can click on either ‘brands’ or ‘creatives’ to filter for new content.  Creatives will show you any 
brand (new or existing) that launched a new creative during the chosen date range.  You can then 
expand the creative column for any brand to see all of its new creatives.

In the sample report below, we have expanded the creatives column for American Red Cross 
after running a brand ranking report for media week 12 - 03/16/2020 thru 03/22/2020 and 
then applying the “new creatives” filter.  As shown, AdSphere detected two new creatives for 
week 12 for this brand.



TIP: When running an Advertisers ranking report, you will additionally be able to choose to filter 
for new ‘advertisers’. If you choose new brands or creatives, AdSphere will show you a list of 
Advertisers that aired a new brand or creative for the chosen period.

TFN / URL SEARCH
This sub-filter allows you to filter the current ranking report for TFN or URL matches. 
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It's important to keep in mind that the TFN/URL search will consider all of the ranking report 
filter settings and will only search within matching airings.  In the example below, a URL 
search for "www.get" was applied to a ranking report that was considering all airings for the 
prior media week.  Therefore, the search will only apply to last week airings.  Any primary 
filters we set in the ranking system prior to running a TFN/URL search, including but not 
limited to date range, brand classification, creative length, language, response type, etc., 
would further narrow results.   If any results are found, they will be displayed as follows:

When detecting airings, AdSphere attempts to retain the phone and/or URLs that appear in 
each creative/airing.  If there is a match, the creative name, brand, advertising, number of 
airings, TFN (toll free number), URL, date first aired, and last aired date will be provided.  
You may click on the report icon in the far right column to drill down to specific airings for 
any creative match.  You will find clickable play buttons along with thumb nail images to 
confirm airing matches.  Note:  Playback of airing level videos is limited to airings less than 
10 days old.  Clickable thumbnail screen shots do not expire.   To remove the TFN/URL 
search, and return to the ranking system, click the RESET button.

ACTIVE / INACTIVE / ALL

When you choose any time period that goes back further than 30 days, you’ll notice that three new 
buttons (Active/Inactive/All) will appear to the right of TFN/URL search as shown below:
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Additionally, you will notice a green or red dot 
adjacent to all advertisers, brands, and 
creatives. To demonstrate, we ran a report for 
short form advertisers and have 
focused in on the advertiser 
Nutrisystem. The green dot signifies that airings 
for this advertiser have been detected in 
the last 30 days. Some advertisers will have 
multiple brands. Some brands may show active in 
green and others, without airings in the last 30 days, 
will show inactive in red. As you drill down to 
the creative level, you can see at a quick glance, 

which creatives are currently active or inactive. You can also click the ACTIVE / INACTIVE or 
ALL buttons to apply a filter to the results. Let’s say we want to look back at advertisers 
or brands that were on the air last quarter but are currently inactive. By clicking the 
INACTIVE button, we can now see various inactive campaigns that were perhaps seasonal 
campaigns or perhaps tests for new brands that didn’t rollout. Conversely, we could filter to 
see advertisers or brands that were on the air last quarter and that are currently active. If you 
wish to go back to the default view just click “ALL” and you’ll be able to see both active and 
inactive results.

LISTS FILTER

This feature provides a way to create custom lists of advertisers or brands and apply these 
lists to the ranking system as a filter.  You can apply two types of lists (advertiser and brand) 
to either advertiser or brand ranking reports.  Here are the expected results:

to Advertiser Rankings to Brand RankingsList Applied 

Advertiser List        Only advertisers on list will appear        Only brands associated with 
advertisers on list will appear

Brand List               Only advertisers associated with           Only brands on list will appear
brands on list will appear

If you wish to create a list of brands, start by pulling up a brand ranking report.  If you wish to 
create a list of advertisers, then start by pulling up an advertiser ranking report.  Use the 
toggle as shown below to select between the two different types of ranking reports. 



An easy way to get started is to filter the ranking report for a relevant list of advertisers or 
brands.  This can be done using any of the filters such as brand classification, specific 
categories, creative duration, etc.   For demonstration purposes, we'll create a brand ranking 
report filtered for Legal | Tort & Class action brands.   

As selections are made a Save List button will appear.  Each list can have up to 500 
advertisers or brands and you can make as many lists as you like.   Feel free to use the 
search box above the Save List button to quickly find and make selections.  Ranking pages 
show 20 advertisers or brands at a time and if multiple pages exist, you can navigate 
between them selecting up to 500 choices.  When finished, click the Save List button and 
give your list a name and click SAVE.  

You will find all of the lists that you have created 
for both advertisers and brands under the 
Choose List drop down on the upper right of the 
AdSphere home page.  

On the next page, you can see an example of the pop up that will appear when you choose 
Brands List.  A similar pop up will appear when you select Advertisers list.  From here, you 
can edit any of your created advertiser or brands lists and use the search feature to find 
and add up to 500 selections.

Once you have all of the brands or advertisers added to your list, you can then apply it as a 
filter to any ranking report.  Keep in mind that the ranking report will respect any and all 
filters applied including the list filter.  So, if you only wish to study certain advertisers or 
brands that use DR Variations, please make sure you choose and apply the appropriate 
brand classifications in addition to your list filter.  
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are available by 
clicking OTHER under 
date range.  You can 
use these to create 
reports that will always use 
the current or last week, 
month, or quarter.

When used with the Network Excel report, described on page 31, the list feature provides a 
powerful way to map the aggregate media spend of any group of advertisers or brands across 
networks, dayparts, and programs.  There are many other use cases for this feature including 
the ability to audit any group of advertisers or brands.  For example, using the tracking & alert 
features described on page 17, you may find new brands that you wish to analyze on a week-
to-week basis to see if they are succeeding and increasing spend over time.  Creating a 
custom list of brands to monitor is an easy way to do this and, as time progresses, you can 
add additional brands to your list to be monitored. 

In the next section you will learn how to create and save filter sets which allow you to save all 
of your filter settings, including applied lists under a unique filter name.  In addition to creating 
and saving reports, you can have them emailed to you on a recurring basis.  

CREATE & SAVE FILTER SETS

All of the primary filter settings such as date range, brand classification, creative duration, 
english/spanish, response types, etc., as well as applied "lists" can be used to create custom 
filter sets / reports which you can give a unique name to and recall in the future.  Also, the 
secondary filters such as network selector, new filter, active/inactive, categories, lists, 
and even terms you type into the ranking search box, can be saved as part of the 
filter set.  You can save filter sets for both brand and advertiser ranking reports with 
countless filter configurations.
When creating your saved report, it’s helpful to use a relative date choice.  A number of these 
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After you have made all of your filter selections and are happy with your report, click the SAVE 
FILTER button which you’ll find on the upper right of the Home tab.

Give your Filter Set / Report a name and you may also schedule the report to be 
automatically emailed to you based on any of these date choices found under the OTHER 
date section.

Current Week - If you choose this option, the report will be sent to you daily.
Current Month - You will be provided a choice to receive daily or weekly.
Current Quarter - You will be provided a choice to receive daily, weekly, or monthly
Last Week - Report will be sent each Monday for the prior week.
Last Month - You will receive at the close of each broadcast month.
Last Quarter - You will receive at the close of each broadcast quarter.

Select the schedule email box to enable this feature and be sure to name your filter without 
any type of punctuation. (Standard Alpha-Numeric names only).  In the future, you’ll be able 
to find your saved filter under the My Filters drop down which is located adjacent to the the 
ranking Excel button near the top right of the Home page.

When you click on My Filters, a screen will pop up showing you all of your filters and details. To 
run any filter set, just click on the APPLY button. You can also click on any filter name to 
customize/change the name.  When applicable, you can enable the email feature by clicking 
the schedule email box as shown on the next page. 
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On a day to day basis, AdSphere can alert you to new 
brands, creatives, and advertisers being discovered on 
over 130 national networks.  There are four types of alerts 
that can be configured that will allow you to track new 
brands and/or creatives for any combination of industry 
categories, advertisers, brands, or networks. (Great way to 
keep track of market competition).

 You will find a track button on the home page of Adsphere 
at the top of the category section which will open Track 
Categories where you can set alerts for up to 190 industry 
categories. Each of the main categories can be expanded 

to reveal nested subcategories. You can select to monitor for new brands and/or new creatives for 
any combination of category or subcategories. If you wish to monitor across all 190 categories, at 
the top you can select all brands or all creatives.

TRACKING & ALERTS

CATEGORY ALERTS

™

You can share any of your filters with co-workers who have their own AdSphere account.  Just 
click the share filter box next to any filter you wish to share.  If you wish to see filters your co-
workers may have shared, toggle the view to "Shared Filters" or "All".  Use the "User" drop down to 
filter by co-worker.  You can copy any publicly saved filter to your "My Filters" list by selecting the 
"Copy to My Filters" option.   



Will alert you to any and all new 
brands that are discovered by 
AdSphere for your chosen categories.

Will alert you to any and all new 
creatives that are discovered by 
AdSphere for your chosen categories 
and will include new creatives from 
both new and existing brands.

You can limit your alerts to any 
combination of four brand 
classifications. For example, if you 
only wanted alerts for 28.5 minute 
infomercial brands and creative, you 
could select 28.5 mins only. Similarly, 
you can choose to be alerted to only 
short form classifications such as 
Short Form Products, Lead 
Generation, and/or Brand/Direct.

ALERT FREQUENCY

The alert emails you will receive can be delivered on a daily and/or weekly basis. You can elect 
to receive both daily alerts along with a weekly recap of all alerts by selecting both options.

When you are finished making your choices, click the blue SET button at the bottom. Up to 190 
alerts will then be scheduled all of which will appear in the configure emails tab. For 
more information, refer to the configure emails tab section on page 20.

ADVERTISER ALERTS

One can also use the ADVERTISER ranking report to create a relevant list of target advertisers 
for any combination of brand classification, industry classification, time frame, and more. 
You’ll find a shortcut in the far right column that you can click to bring up the tracking & alert 
options for any advertiser.  The sample below shows a lifetime advertiser ranking report which 
was run for the legal category bringing up all relevant advertisers in the AdSphere 
database. 

BRAND CLASSIFICATION

NEW CREATIVES

NEW BRANDS
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The advertisers with a green dot next to their name are current active advertisers who have had 
an airing within the past 30 days.  You can also choose to track inactive advertisers (delineated 
by the red dot) and you will be alerted should they come back on air with either a new brand 
and/or creative.

You can click on any of the tracking icons to quickly set alerts for individual advertisers allowing 
you the choice of being alerted for any new brands and/or creatives the advertiser launches. 
Make your choices and then click the SET button.

The use of the ADVERTISER ranking report to set advertiser tracking & alerts is a real time saver. 
You can also expand the brands column for any advertiser to set brand level alerts which will be 
discussed in the next section.

TIP: If you don’t see the tracking icons as shown below, please lower the zoom setting on your 
Chrome browser. Generally the whole screen will come into view when zoom is set at 100% but 
on some laptops you may have to reduce to 80-90%.

BRAND ALERTS

Setting alerts at the brand level will alert you of any new creatives launched for that brand.  
You can set brand alerts from both Advertiser and Brand ranking reports as well as from 
any advertiser page.  If you wish to monitor all brands for a particular advertiser, it would be 
quicker to configure an ADVERTISER alert and choose to monitor creatives.  

In the graphic below, we have switched to a Brand Ranking report where you’ll find brand 
tracking icons in the far right column.  Click the box that says “New Creatives are detected” and 
choose your alert frequency and then click SET.
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CONFIGURE EMAILS TAB

All of your saved filter emails, as well as category, advertiser, brand and network alerts, 
will appear under the Configure Emails tab.  

NETWORK ALERTS

From the Home tab of AdSphere you can use the network dropdown to select any network and 
then click apply.  You’ll find a tracking button at the top of the corresponding network page which 
will allow you to set an alert for that network.  You can set alerts for new advertisers, brands, 
and/or creatives.  In the case of new advertiser, you will receive an alert the first time 
any advertiser runs on that network. Some advertisers have multiple brands/products so you 
can also choose to receive alerts whenever a new brand appears on the network and/or new 
creative is detected.
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The default sort on the configure alerts screen is the “Created On” date so the most recent alerts 
created will be at the top of the list.  You can change the sort by clicking on any of the column 
headers.  You can also filter on type of email / alert using the drop down selector as shown below.  
Any alert, or filters that you've scheduled to be emailed, can be edited or deleted.  In the case of 
category alerts, you can edit them individually or, to make quick global changes to category 
alerts, go instead to the home tab and click on the category track button.  For example, if you had 
setup category alerts to email daily, and you later decide you'd rather receive them weekly, you 
could make a global change from the category tracking pop up on the home page rather than 
editing individual category alerts from the Configure Emails page.  

If you're looking for a quick way to find a particular filter or alert, try searching for it using the 
Search Source feature located to the right of the "Delete All" blue button.  This will allow you to 
filter the results for matching terms that exist in the source column.  Depending on the type of 
alert or filter you are searching for, you may wish to search for the category, advertiser, brand, 
network, or filter name.  Once you find the alert or filter you're looking for, you can edit or delete it.

  ALERT EMAILS

You will only receive alert emails on days when there are one or more alerts.  If you’re not 
receiving these emails, please check your spam filter.  If your company uses a cloud based 
spam filter, they may be trapped there.  Please check with your email administrator and ask them 
if they can whitelist company wide emails coming from DRMetrix.com so that you and your 
associates will properly receive your tracking & alert emails. 

You will receive a listing of all new creatives that pertain to your alerts and new advertisers and 
brands will be flagged with an orange starburst.  Should you click on any brand or creative name, 
the applicable advertiser page will open bringing that brand or creative to the top of the page. 
You can also click on any advertiser name to visit their page in AdSphere to get more information, 
contact details, etc.

Each creative has a play button so you can watch the spot or infomercial.  The pencil (edit) icon 
will take you to the configure emails tab in AdSphere and bring all associated alerts to the top of 
the view so you may either edit or delete them.  
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If you configure multiple alert types in AdSphere, there may be situations where a particular 
alert is triggered by a combination of Advertiser, Brand, Category, or Network alerts.  This will be 
indicated by one or more of these alert types being checked under the Alert types column.
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The Search bar that appears directly above the ranking report to the left side of the screen 
allows you to "filter" the ranking results so that only those records that contain your chosen 
search phrase will be shown. If the brand or advertiser that you are searching for has no 
airings for the time frame you have chosen, they will not appear in the results. Try choosing a 
time period where the target brand or advertiser has airings. For example, you can choose 
media month, or a longer period of time, click apply, and then try your search again. Please be 
aware that other filters such as Brand Classification and/or Categories unselected may narrow 
down results and limit your ability to find what you are looking for.  If you want to find an 
advertiser or brand in Adsphere, and you're not certain of the dates when the campaign 
ran, consider using AdSphere's Global Search feature instead.

RANKING RESULTS SEARCH

TIP: If you’re having difficulty finding a multi-word brand or company name, such as “National 
Express” try separate one word searches for “national” and “express”.



GLOBAL SEARCH

Top center of the AdSphere HOME page you’ll find Global Search where you can search 
for any advertiser, brand, or creative name.  Global Search does a lifetime search across 
the entire AdSphere database and returns any matching or related Advertiser, Brand, 
and Creative results.  As an example, the term “plated” was entered into Global Search which 
displays “Plated.com” under Brand results while also showing the related advertiser 
“DineinFresh” under Advertiser results.  Comcast happens to have a creative called “Sure 
Thing in Business - Gold Plated Soy Bean”. Since that creative contains the term 
“plated” this is why Comcast is also displayed under Advertiser results.  

Global Search will present the top 5 results under each of the three sections.  As we can see 
below, there are actually 19 creative results.  To see the rest, just click the View All link in 
the Creatives section.  All of the Global Search results are hyperlinked meaning you can 
click on any advertiser, brand, or creative name which will take you to the corresponding 
Advertiser Page.

To narrow results when using Global Search, try using quotes around your search terms.
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ADVERTISER PAGES

Global Search can be used to navigate to advertiser pages to get detailed information on any 
advertiser, brand, or creative.  Also, on the Home page of AdSphere, one can click on any 
advertiser, brand, or creative name as a shortcut to the Advertiser Page.  In the example 
shown below, the term “Copper Pan” was typed into Global Search and the brand result “Red 
Copper Pan” was clicked on.  Since Red Copper Pan is a brand of the advertiser Telebrands 
we will arrive at the Telebrand’s Advertiser page.  If applicable, AdSphere will bring the 
specific brand or creative clicked on to the top of the advertiser page.  All other brands of the 
same advertiser will be listed below.
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When you use Global Search to navigate to an advertiser page, the date range will default to 
"Lifetime" which will show details for all brands and creatives from December 2014 to 
present day.  If you happen to navigate to an advertiser page from a ranking report, the date 
range applied to the ranking report will also be applied to the advertiser page.  So if you 
had been looking at data for last media week, and happened to click on an advertiser name, 
all data shown on the advertiser page will be for last week rather than lifetime view.  The 
advertiser pages are dynamic meaning you can change the date range at will and all of the 
data shown on the advertiser page will be specific to the date range applied.  Just click the 
blue EDIT button top left of any advertiser page to set a custom date range in order to get a 
view on everything the advertiser had on the air with airing frequency and spend during that 
time frame.   

Advertiser pages may include both short and long form tabs, if applicable. Creatives up to 5 
minutes (300s) in length will be shown on the short form tab while 28.5 minute (1700s) 
creatives/spend will be shown on the long form tab.  If the applied date range precedes the 
most recent 30 days, you will be able to filter the results to show active | inactive | or all 
brands.  Only brands and creatives with airings in the most recent 30 days will be showing 
as active with a green dot in the status column.
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You will find detailed information for the majority of advertisers in AdSphere including 
individual company contacts, email, phone, social media links, etc.  Should you find any 
company information to be incorrect, please click the “Incorrect Info" link in that section 
and kindly provide your feedback.  There is a similar link for each individual contact.  We 
encourage users to provide feedback in order to make the AdSphere contact database as 
accurate as possible.

If you click on the EXCEL button located middle right on the advertiser page, it will create 
an advertiser report showing spend and units by brand and for creatives with play links for 
the date range selected.  The clickable play links will work for 30 days.  You can refine the 
brands & creatives shown by applying different date ranges as well as the active | inactive | 
all filters.  Like all excel reports in AdSphere you will have to go to the Reports tab to locate 
and download any excel reports you run.  

 MEDIA DETAILS PAGE

AdSphere makes it possible to study media execution at the brand level 
(which aggregrates airings across all associated creatives) or you can drill down 
and study media execution at the creative level. Depending on whether you are in the 
Advertiser or Brand ranking section, you can expand the brand column for any 
advertiser to find clickable airing and spend totals, and for any brand you can expand 
the creatives column to drill down further where you'll also find clickable airing and spend 
for each creative. When you click on either airings or spend, you will be redirected to the 
Media Details page where the focus will be on either airing frequency or spend.  That said, you 
will also find a toggle on the Media Details page to switch the focus between airings or spend.   



Mousing over the bars in Days of Week, Hour of Day, or Dayparts will provide airings and spend 
for both national and network DPI ad breaks.  Also, as an alternative to the drop down menus, you 
can click on any set of bars to select a specific "day of week", "hour of day", or "daypart". When 
you do, the weekly trend graph on the right will automatically update. You can mouse over the 
weekly trend graph to see airings and spend by week for both national and network DPI ad 
breaks for the networks, days of week, hours of day, dayparts, or programs selected. In the bottom 
section of the weekly trend graph, you can click and drag the highlight window to bring different 
historical time frames into the main view.

The top section of the Media Details Page (view above) shows the brand "Nugenix Total-T". On 
the previous page, you can see that this brand had seven creatives on the air which together 
totaled 1,945 airings. The day-of-week trend graph on the left shows that this brand 
purchased a mix of national and DPI ad break inventory across 45 networks with the most 
spend on Sunday.  You can edit/change the date range on the Media Details Page by 
clicking the blue date range EDIT button on the upper left.

You can study spend or airing frequency trends across any combination of network, day of 
week, hour of day, standardized dayparts, or by specific programs by customizing the 
various drop down menus. After making your selections, please be sure and click the 
"apply" button. If you wish to reset your custom selections back to their default, click the 
"reset" button. You may also click on the tabs as shown below, to switch between Day of 
Week, Hour of Day, and Dayparts view.  The Day of Week tab allows you to mouse over spend 
or airings for each day of the week to get details.  The Hour of Day tab allows you to analyze 
hourly details such as when the brand spent the most in national break spots, which in this 
case was in the 2AM EST hour.
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ROS DAYPART VIEW & WEEKLY AIRING HISTORICAL TREND GRAPH

As shown below, all of the airings and spend for the date range selected will be 
segmented by national and network DPI breaks for each of the network’s dayparts. You can 
mouse over any of the bars to see the total airings and spend for the chosen period. You can 
also mouse over the trend graph to see weekly totals for airings and spend in both national 
and network DPI ad breaks. The expandable and clickable timeline allows you to bring more 
data into the trend graph section. For example, you could drag the left edge of the time 
selector windows back in time to first quarter 2019, when the brand first started airing on FX 
Network, to bring additional weekly data points into view. Then, you can mouse over and see 
all of the week to week historical airings for the network. 
The Excel button found on the network pages will provide you with an airings detail output for 
all airings on the network for the period selected. You can choose to export in either broadcast 
day (Monday 6A - Monday 6A) or Calendar (Sunday 12A - Sunday 12A). Excel outputs can be 
found in the Reports section of the dashboard.  You can also export Program level details.

DRILLING DOWN INTO AIRING DETAILS

Scroll to the bottom of the Media Details Page, to find networks ranked in order of spend or 
airing frequency depending on your selections.  Note:  All sections of the Media Details Page 
are dynamic and will update based on your filter selections which include networks selected, 
Day of Week, Hour of Day, Dayparts, and Programs.  If you have chosen to analyze media at 
the brand level, you will be able to expand networks, where applicable, to see airings 
and spend by specific creative. Here you may click on airings count or spend to drill down 
to specific network level media views.

You may also export network and creative summary details complete with streaming video 
links by clicking on the EXCEL icon. The excel report will have a network summary tab, a 
creative details tab with play links, as well as a third tab for program details.
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From the network daypart screen, you can see all of the media details. The Spend by 
DOW and time of Day section on the left will allow you to see if the media execution is a 
standard daypart rotation or if the buy has been restricted to certain days of the week and/
or hours of the day.
The trend graph in this section is specific to the break type and daypart selected. This will 
allow you to understand historically what the media execution has been week over week for 
this daypart.

 ISOLATING PER INQUIRY SCHEDULES

Sometimes, creatives using DR variations are run on a cost-per-action or “Per Inquiry” 
basis by cable networks. These are not cash buys which presents a challenge to media 
researchers. Per Inquiry schedules can make a particular network or daypart look attractive 
but it would be a mistake to think that one could generate an acceptable ROI buying the same 
media. Therefore, it’s critically important that one considers the National and DPI break 
percentage data that AdSphere provides. In the case of Comedy Central below, we can 
see that 98.26% of the airings are inside network DPI breaks.  When Cable Networks run 
Per Inquiry schedules, they typically restrict them to the less expensive DPI ad break 
inventory. While we can’t assume this is the case 100% of the time, when we see a high 
percentage of DPI break airings we need to be aware that it could indicate a Per Inquiry 
schedule. To avoid such a pitfall, consider testing networks and dayparts that have a higher 
percentage of national break airings as that is evidence of a traditional cash schedule.  

Please be aware that the approach described above can only be used for networks that have 
DPI ad breaks and where DRMetrix receives DPI signals. To help, DRMetrix has added a DPI 
graphic next to each of the networks where DPI signals are received (see graphic on next 
page).  Networks that do not have the DPI graphic will report 100% of airings as national for 
both cash buys and Per Inquiry schedules. To learn more about DPI Signals and the 
monitoring of commercial grade feeds which allow Adsphere to monitor ads running in the 
local breaks on network cable, please click here.

From the left section of the network detail screen, you can click on any of the bars to drill into 
airing detail for a single daypart and break type (National or DPI ad breaks).
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There are a various types of EXCEL outputs currently available in AdSphere. On the upper 
right hand corner of the home page (see image below right), you will find an Excel button 
that will produce an output of the Ranking Report respecting all of your filter selections. 
After clicking this button, an Excel pop up will appear allowing you to change the default file 
name before clicking ok to generate the Excel file.  Please see page 15 to learn how to 
use the create/save filter feature to automate the recurring emailing of the ranking report 
excel using your choice of filter settings. 

A recent enhancement to the ranking report excel has added creative details and play links on 
tab two.  Depending on whether you are creating a report for advertiser or brand rankings, you 
can click on the name on tab one to navigate to its brand/creative details on tab two which will 
include play links.  Note:  The navigate feature between tab one and two only works in Excel.

EXCEL OUTPUTS

RANKINGS

You can turn off the excel pop ups system wide by clicking 
"Don't show me this again."  You can turn them back on 
inside of the Reports tab where you can also view the 
progress as excel files are prepared.  When ready, a 
download link will appear.  Excel files are valid to download for 
30 days.  You can share them as well as those that have 
been shared by any of your AdSphere co-workers.  Any 
shared report can be moved to your "My Reports".

Create Excel Output of 
Ranking Report ->
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<-Excel Pop Up 
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Instead of exporting an entire ranking report, if you only wish to provide details and clickable play 
links for a specific advertiser's brands, or for only one of its brands, you will find nested excel 
buttons after expanding either brand or creative columns.  You can send excel reports to non-
AdSphere users who will be able to use the video play links for 30 days before they expire.  

MULTI-BRAND CREATIVE EXPORT

Another alternative to downloading an entire ranking report, the multi-brand creative export 
allows you to select up to 100 brands and then export all nested creative details with 
clickable video.  As an example, let’s say we have a legal client that wishes to produce a 
lead generation ad for Mesothelioma (a popular tort/class action category). You could 
always create a ranking report using the Tort & Class Action category selector, filter 
for "Meso" and generate a regular ranking excel output to include all Meso brands.  
Alternatively, if you only wanted to create a file with certain Mesothelioma brands, 
you can select up to 100 of them using the select boxes as shown below. This 
ranking report was created with a lifetime date range, which is an option when five or less 
categories are selected.  The word “Meso” was used in the Search Brand box to limit the view 
to only Mesothelioma brands.  After selecting the ones to include in the output file, one can 
then click the Excel icon where shown to generate a multi-brand creative export.  



NETWORK EXCEL
The Network Excel allows one to map units and 
spend across multiple brands or advertisers to 
specific networks, dayparts, and programs.  

The ability to analyze the aggregate media execution across multiple brands and advertisers 
can answer important questions such as which networks, dayparts, and programs are getting 
the highest share of spend across a specific group of brands.  Depending upon the type of 
campaigns we are studying, this can tell us the media mix that is producing the very best 
results.

Before we can answer such questions, we must first apply the appropriate filters to the 
ranking report so that it only includes the advertisers, brands, and creative airings that are 
most relevant to our analysis.  For example, you may wish to use the "List Feature" described 
on page X to filter the ranking report for up to 500 advertisers or brands of your choice to then 
analyze using the Network Excel feature.

Also, one may wish to only include brands and creatives that use DR variations, since we 
know the level of TV attribution accuracy is much higher with campaigns that measure their 
ROI down to the network, daypart, and creative level.  These campaigns will only keep buying 
on network/daypart/programs if the measured consumer response and sales conversions are 
acceptable.  Refer to the advanced filters section of this user guide starting on page 4 to 
learn how to filter for the most relevant dataset before creating a network excel output.  

To access the network excel feature, click where shown above to access the Network list 
where you'll find the network excel button.  This will create a four tab report mapping spend 
and units by network, daypart (M-F), daypart (S-S), and by program.
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To study media execution for individual brands or creatives, additional excel outputs can be found 
on the Media Details Page where you can create Summary, Airings Detail, and Network 
Creative Program outputs. Using the drop down selections on the page, you can create a 
report for any combination of networks, days of week, hours of day, or by standardized 
dayparts. Make your selections, click Apply, then choose from the options shown below before 
clicking the Excel button. As always, your reports can be found on the  Reports tab. 

TIP:  Choose Calendar or Broadcast day for output.  Also, if you're going 

to reconcile against Broadcast post logs, be sure to use Broadcast day 

for Airing Detail outputs. 

SUMMARY
This choice will produce a summary EXCEL output for the period you have chosen. On the first 
tab, brand results are rolled up with the network/ROS dayparts sorted by spend or airing frequency.  
In the creative tab, you will find the same broken out for each unique creative that was running on 
the air for the chosen period.

AIRING DETAIL

This choice will produce an airing level output based on your chosen filters. You can choose to 
export in either broadcast day (Monday 6A - Monday 6A) or Calendar (Sunday 12A - Sunday 12A). 

The following data fields are provided in the airings detail output:

Ad ID  
Station Code 
Station Name 
Creative
Play  
Start Time
End Time
Start Date
End Date 
Brand  
Length
Break Type 
Verified
TFN  
URL  
Promo  
Thumbnail 
Program 
rosDay  
rosTime 
rosDaypart
Spend($)
DOW

Unique airing ID assigned by DRMetrix
Unique code assigned to each cable network.  Click here for translation list. 
Text friendly name for each cable network
Unique creative name assigned by DRMetrix
Hyperlink to streaming airing level video (within 10 days).  After 10 days, non-airing level video provided.
Time that ad started running in EST
Time that ad concluded running in EST
Date (Calendar/Broadcast) when ad started
Date (Calendar/Broadcast) when ad stopped
Name of Brand associated with creative
Length of creative
N = National Ad Break   D = DPI Ad Break (sometimes referred to as a national local break)
If TFN, URL, or Promo have been verified by DRMetrix then True
If Verified=True - Toll Free Number will be populated, if applicable
If Verified=True - URL will be populated, if applicable.
If Verified=True - Promotion Code will be populated, if applicable 
Hyperlink to view thumbnail image of airing level screen capture (call-to-action scene). 
Program Name on air during this time according to Nielsen/Gracenote
The days of week that correspond to ROS daypart ie: M-F, SAT-SUN, etc.
The time range that corresponds to ROS daypart in military time
Early Morn. (6-10A), Day (10A-4:30P), Early Fringe (4:30P-8P), Prime (8p-11p), Late Fringe (11P-1A), Overnight (1A-6A) 
Average of what Brand/DR advertisers are paying for network/daypart.  For Spend Methodology details, click here. 
Day of Week (Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, or Sun as applicable) 
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When you click any play button, the DRMetrix video player will appear.  In situations where you wish to 
share a single video, you’ll find a convenient COPY TO CLIPBOARD icon located at the bottom right of the 
player window.  Just click this icon to copy a video link to your computer’s clipboard which you can then 
PASTE into any document, email, etc.  It’s easy to share any AdSphere video in seconds!

To paste the video link into a document or email: 
MAC – Use the key combination COMMAND+V 
PC – Use the key combination CTRL+V

EXCEL POPUPS
When clicking on any Excel icon to create an export in AdSphere, you will be greeted by a pop up 
window. You can customize the name of the Excel file before clicking OK. To revert to the default file 
name, click the refresh icon in the window. In some cases, you will have the option of requesting an 
email notification when your report is ready for download on the Reports tab.  You can also click on 
"Don't show me this again" which will turn off these popups. If you do accidentally turn them off, you 
can re-enable Excel Popups at the top right of the Reports tab.

HOW TO SHARE AN ADSPHERE VIDEO

DRMetrix has made it easy to share large quantities of videos with its ranking report, multi-
brand, advertiser, and brand level creative EXCEL exports described on pages 29 & 30.  
Throughout AdSphere, you’ll find expandable creative columns adjacent to all brands. In the 
picture below, we’ve expanded the creatives column for Progressive Insurance to see its creatives. 
In the far right column, you’ll see a play button for each of Progressive’s creatives for the time frame 
selected.
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Toward the bottom of the Media Details Page you will find a 
blue excel button adjacent to the networks column header. 
This excel report will output all of the summary network level 
details with the nested creative level details provided on tab 
two complete with clickable play links.  If the brand is using
differing creative executions across networks, this report will convey which creatives are being 
used on which networks as well as spend levels, airing units, and more.  Tab three shows spend 
and frequency details by program.

 NETWORK AND CREATIVE PROGRAM LIST OF BRAND 



One can access the network log view by using the network selector from the home page of AdSphere, 
choosing a particular network, and clicking Apply. Once on the network page, you’ll see a blue NETWORK 
LOG button to access this feature.

The network log view is designed for troubleshooting airings on specific networks to provide answers to 
the following questions:

NETWORK LOG VIEW

Did the spot, 5 min, or infomercial creative really run?
Were there any audio or video problems with the airing?
Was the 800 number or promotion code in the airing correct?
Did a competitor’s spot run in close proximity?
Did the spot clear in the correct break type?
Was the program description correct? (for infomercials)
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Note:  Video links generated by AdSphere 
can easily be shared with third parties and will 
remain valid for 30 days.  Copy to clipboard 
icon can be found button right of player.  If 
you wish to download an .MP4 file to retain 
the video permanently, a download button 
can be found bottom left.  For better video 
compatibility, we recommend PC users use 
Google Chrome, and MAC users use Safari,  
as their default video player.



Airings data is presented in chronological order for the broadcast day (6A-6A). One can navigate to a 
specific broadcast day by using the convenient built in calendar (Pick Date) or by using the drop down 
menus and first choosing Media Year, followed choice of Media Week, and then Media Day. The default 
date is set for the current media day so one can use media week and/or day buttons to quickly navigate 
to any recent day. After navigating to your desired media day, you can limit the results to quickly find 
airings for specific programs, advertiser, brands, or creatives by typing into the corresponding search 
boxes at the top of the view.

A highlight can be applied to any combination of duration/creative, brand, or advertiser after which, if one 
removes the filter limiting the results, all of the airings will reappear with the target airings highlighted. Now 
you can scroll through and determine which other commercials ran around your target airings. In the 
image below, a highlight has been applied by clicking on the brand name “Safelite Auto Glass”. If we only 
wanted to highlight one of Safelite’s creatives in the view, we could click on the creative name instead. If 
we clicked on “15 sec” text adjacent to the creative name “Brent - When You're Spending Time With The 
Grandkids” then the highlight will only be applied to instances of that specific creative/duration. If you wish 
to change the highlight, it is recommended to click the remove highlight button first and then click a 
different column as applicable to apply a new highlight. Once highlighted, you can click on any advertiser 
name, brand, or creative name to visit the associated advertiser page. This will open in a new tab which 
you can then close when you are finished to return to the network log view.
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If it is within 10 days of the air time, you can click to play the airing level video.  This will allow you to 
determine whether audio and video levels were correct for that specific airing.  After 10 days, the system 
will play you a more recent airing sample from the same network provided there is a recent airing within 
the past 10 days.  If the network in question has no airings for the creative in the past 10 days, the system 
will play you a recent airing from another network and/or stream the master video sample which was 
created when the commercial was initially registered in the AdSphere database.  In the video player, the 
date/time and network will always be displayed and the system will tell you whether it’s playing the actual 
airing level video or not.
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In the far right column, you can click on the thumbnail 
icon to bring up the thumbnail image of the call to 
action scene for each airing. This is a picture that 
is taken at a specific point in the commercial where 
the call-to-action information is shown. These airing 
level images never expire. If the campaign is using 
DR variations, the thumbnail images are particularly 
helpful when investigating an airing older than 10 
days. They provide an understanding of what 
phone number, URL, promotion code, etc., was 
used at the time of airing. These images may also  

You can export any of the data shown for the specific network/broadcast day by clicking the excel button 
in the upper right corner of the network log view. If you have applied any filters and/or highlights the 
created excel file will reflect the same.  For example, if you have highlights applied, they will be applied 
in the excel file. If you have filtered for a specific program, advertiser, brand, or creative, only those 
airings shown in the view will be included in the created excel file. The video play links and thumbnail 
image links will be included in the excel file created and are good for 30 days.

NOTES: Any filters applied on the Home tab such as brand classification, creative duration, 
etc., will limit results shown on the network log view. For example, if you've limited the 
ranking system to only show brands using 28.5 minute format, the network log view by 
default will only show 28.5 minute airings under "Filtered Results". You can switch from 
"Filtered Results" to "All" which will ignore filter settings and displays airings for all 
registered AdSphere brands/creatives. AdSphere doesn’t include airings of brand 
creatives, without a call-to-action, in the network log view. Only registered creatives in the 
brand classifications of short form products, lead generation, brand/direct, and 28.5 minute 
creatives are shown.
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To begin click on the Networks tab and then choose your target network and any other seven to create a 
comparison set of 8 or less networks.

If your network is one of the 
130+ networks monitored by 
DRMetrix, you can compare the 
advertisers, brands, and 
creatives running on your 

network against any other seven networks of your choosing.  Each group of 8 networks is considered a 
comparison set.  You can create as many comparative sets as you wish.

ADDITIONAL HELP AND RESOURCES

In the lower right corner of AdSphere, you will find a CHAT button. Feel free to chat with us at any 
time to get help. If we’re not available, please leave us a message and we’ll respond right away. You 
may also email support@drmetrix.com. Please be sure to subscribe to our AdSphere blog located at 
adsphere.drmetrix.com/blog to stay up to date on new AdSphere announcements!

SUPPLEMENT FOR NETWORKS (SHARE OF MARKET REPORT)

Media companies subscribing to AdSphere will have a “networks” tab as shown by the red arrow below to 
access Adsphere’s Share of Market Reporting system.  If you do not see it, please contact 
support@drmetrix.com
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The default report will run which looks like the graphic below:
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The default report will sort brands based on their spend level across the selected networks. In the 
case of Geico, we can see under the “Total Dollars” column that they have total spend of 
$1,890,256 across the chosen networks.  You can also see how those dollars are applied across 
each network in the report.

The default sort for the share of market report is by total dollars but you can change the sort by clicking 
on any network column header. For example, if we are in advertising sales for A&E Network, we may 
wish to study the top spending campaigns that are not currently running on A&E.  We can click once on 
the A&E header and the report will sort from low to high values in the A&E column and high to low in the 
Total Dollars column as shown below.  This will help the sales team to focus on the advertisers or brands 
spending the most on competitive networks that are not currently running on A&E. Just like on the home 
tab of AdSphere you can click the tracking icon in the far right column to set advertiser or brand tracking 
alerts. (See page 17 for more information on Tracking & Alerts).



There may be times when you want to create a comparison report that only considers airings that run in 
national ad breaks.  In the share of market reporting system, you can use all of the AdSphere filters 
including a new one called “Break Type” where you can specify whether to consider all breaks types or 
just national or DPI breaks.

You can also switch from brand to advertiser share of market by clicking Advertisers in the top left as 
shown on the next page.  Whether you’re on brand or advertiser rankings, you can always expand 
the menus as shown to reveal a list of brands and related creatives with spend dollars or airing counts.  

Click the blue edit button to access the filters where you can specify date range, brand 
classification, Creative Language, Break Type and Response Types.  Please refer to the advanced filters 
section of this user guide for more details.

There are two ways to look at the comparative data in the share of market reporting system.  You can 
choose between showing the data by “Market Dollars ($)" or by frequency of “Airings”.

The report below shows what the “Airings View” looks like
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All of the spend or airings values at the brand and creatives levels are hyperlinked which will take you 
to the Media Details Page.  Please refer to the Media Details section on page 25 for more details.  
You can also click on any advertiser, brand, or creative name to visit the applicable advertiser page 
where you can find company, contact, and agency information.
You can return to the network selection page at any time by clicking the Choose Network link in the upper 
right next to the SAVE filter button.  You can also SAVE your network selections and all other filter 
settings to easily recall in the future by clicking the Save Filter button.  Give your report a name and 
then click SAVE.  Reference page 15 to learn how to automate the scheduling and email delivery 
of your saved reports.  In the future, you can access any of your saved filter sets / reports by 
clicking the Filters dropdown in the upper left next to the EXCEL button.  You will also find a filter drop 
down on the network selection page for easy access.  

NOTE:  When using the Filters dropdown within the Network tab (Share of Market) you will only be 
presented with saved share of market reports.  Any saved reports that have been created from the 
ranking report (HOME tab of AdSphere) will be accessible by returning to the Home Tab and clicking 
on the Filters dropdown.

You can EXPORT to Excel any of the share of market reports by clicking the EXCEL button in the upper 
right of the interface.
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